Raman Spectroscopy of Organic–Inorganic Halide Perovskites
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ABSTRACT: Micro-Raman spectroscopy provides laterally resolved microstructural information for a broad range of materials. In this Letter, we apply this technique to triiodide (CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$), tribromide (CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$), and mixed iodide–bromide (CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{1-x}$Br$_x$) organic–inorganic halide perovskite thin films and discuss necessary conditions to obtain reliable data. We explain how to measure Raman spectra of pristine CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ layers and discuss the different Raman bands that develop during moisture-induced degradation. We also prove unambiguously that the final degradation products contain pure PbI$_2$. Moreover, we describe CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{1-x}$Br$_x$ Raman spectra and discuss how the perovskite crystallographic symmetries affect the Raman band intensities and spectral shapes. On the basis of the dependence of the Raman shift on the iodide-to-bromide ratio, we show that Raman spectroscopy is a fast and nondestructive method for the evaluation of the relative iodide-to-bromide ratio.

Thin-film solar cells based on organic–inorganic halide perovskite absorber layers are emerging as a high-performance photovoltaic technology. Since the first report on perovskite-based solar cells by Kojima et al., the conversion efficiency of these cells has increased rapidly to certified efficiencies of up to 17.9%. An important factor explaining this fast progress is found in the excellent semiconductor properties of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ perovskite films, displaying very high absorption coefficients in the visible part of the solar spectrum and a well-ordered microstructure of the deposited films, as evidenced by their sharp absorption edge.

An advantage of organic–inorganic halide perovskites, compared to many other thin-film solar cell materials, is the fact that their band gap is readily tunable by either changing the atom at the halogen site or by changing the alkyl substituent at the ammonium cation. Depending on the iodide-to-bromide ratio in the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{1-x}$Br$_x$ perovskite structure, the band gap energy varies from 1.57 to 2.23 eV. This property is especially important for tandem solar cell applications, where a perovskite top cell of sufficiently wide band gap is stacked on a crystalline silicon (c-Si), copper indium gallium selenide or other bottom cell with a lower band gap energy. Moreover, perovskite solar cells typically degrade at moderate temperatures and upon moisture ingress. Insight into the fundamental principles underlying such degradation is of utmost importance to formulate mitigation strategies. For this, accurate characterization techniques are essential. Typically, the degradation process is nonhomogeneous, often starting at the corner of a sample. One plausible degradation mechanism of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ thin films involves its decomposition in the presence of water vapor into CH$_3$NH$_2$ HI water solutions, and solid lead iodide PbI$_2$. Regardless of the exact mechanism, the degradation is irreversible and finally results in a layer consisting of yellow PbI$_2$ platelets. Optically, the degradation is evidenced as a bleached optical absorption in the orange–red part of the spectra, visible to the naked eye, or more quantitatively by appropriate methods such as spectrophotometry, photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS), or Fourier-transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS). As the degradation induces a structural change, it can also be characterized with X-ray diffraction. Unfortunately, all of these techniques have a low spatial resolution (typically in the mm to cm range) and do not permit locally resolved studies of the perovskite layer structural properties. However, precise mapping of microstructural information may be essential to unravel the fundamental degradation mechanisms as well as for probing of optoelectronic perovskite properties.

In this Letter, we present micro-Raman spectroscopy as a well-suited measurement technique to probe organic–inorganic halide perovskite layers locally on the micrometer scale. By using very low excitation laser intensities, we are able to obtain Raman spectra of pristine CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ layers. After repeatedly measuring the same sample, we observe structural changes, which we correlate with local moisture-induced degradation of the perovskite film. On the basis of these results, we discuss the
spectrum of CH₃NH₃PbI₃ thin films and present a method to determine the Br-to-I ratio.

In Figure 1, we plot two typical Raman spectra of freshly prepared nondegraded CH₃NH₃PbI₃ perovskite films, measured at different positions on one of our samples. To avoid unintended sample degradation and/or undesired heating, the Raman measurements were taken using a laser excitation power of 10 μW, which is 2 orders of magnitude lower compared to "standard" semiconductor thin-film measurements such as on μc-Si:H thin films. In the measured spectral region from 20 to 700 cm⁻¹, the Raman spectra reveal two distinct bands at 52 and 110 cm⁻¹. We observed these two bands systematically in all Raman spectra of pristine perovskite layers. When the samples were exposed to the ambient atmosphere for several hours, we observed the emergence of additional bands at 94 and 220 cm⁻¹. The relative intensity of these bands, compared to the band at 110 cm⁻¹, shows some position dependence. This indicates sample inhomogeneity on a μm scale, likely related to an increased degradation rate at grain boundaries.

When repeatedly measuring the Raman signal at the same position in ambient conditions, the spectra start to evolve, even for the very low laser excitation powers used here. Figure 2 depicts the spectral evolution induced by repeated measurements of a CH₃NH₃PbI₃ layer deposited on a c-Si wafer. The spectra were recorded consecutively without any additional delay time. The acquisition time of one spectrum was 60 s.

With an increasing number of measurements, new peaks at 94, 220, and 520 cm⁻¹ appear, whereas the band at 52 cm⁻¹ vanishes. In addition, the absolute magnitude of these Raman bands and also the background signal increase. This phenomenon is very pronounced at 520 cm⁻¹, which is the well-known signature of the c-Si substrate band. The increasing intensity of this c-Si peak clearly indicates that the perovskite layer becomes increasingly transparent for the light of the excitation laser with a wavelength of 514.5 nm, such that more photons reach the c-Si substrate, creating c-Si Raman photons. This increased transparency corresponds well to degradation by air moisture, as discussed in ref 4. There, it was shown that due to degradation, the band gap of the CH₃NH₃PbI₃ material increases from ~1.5 to 2.4 eV. In Figure 3, we show PDS absorptance spectra at several degradation states.

The green line in Figure 3 indicates the wavelength of the 514.5 nm laser. Due to the degradation of the perovskite layer, the CH₃NH₃PbI₃ layer absorption at this wavelength decreases significantly, resulting in increased transparency. Hence, a higher Raman signal from the c-Si substrate is detected during the measurements.

It is noteworthy that the Raman signal in the region of 50–250 cm⁻¹ is present for all measurements and there is no visual change of the sample during the experiment. Hence, we are not substantially removing material from the perovskite layer during the measurements. As the film becomes more transparent, the penetration depth of the laser and thus the Raman interaction volume increase, leading to an intensity increase of all Raman bands. Simultaneously, the structure of the film locally changes, as evidenced by the appearance of new Raman bands.

In order to prove that the observed degradation is caused by moisture ingress, we compare the Raman spectra of the degraded perovskite layer with that of pure PbI₂, which is deemed to be one of the degradation-reaction products. This comparison is given in Figure 4, where it can be seen that during degradation, the pristine CH₃NH₃PbI₃ perovskite Raman spectrum changes to resemble closely that of a pure PbI₂ thin film. The basic modes and measured frequencies are indicated in the graph. All observed Raman bands match well those described for bulk PbI₂ crystals in the literature (black dashed lines). Very good agreement is also seen with the Raman spectra of a PbI₂ layer (prepared by the same method) reported in ref 17. On the basis of these results, we confirm that one of the final products of the Raman laser-induced
The degradation process is PbI$_2$. The sample degradation under ambient conditions without illumination is by orders of magnitude slower, and its role during these experiments may be neglected.

To gain more insight into the degradation mechanisms, we also performed Raman measurements in vacuum. Again, the Raman spectra of the degraded films match closely those for PbI$_2$ (Figure 4). From this, we conclude that the layers degrade even without the presence of additional water vapor. It appears that under strong illumination by the laser beam and higher temperatures, the degradation is significantly accelerated. It is important to point out that the temperature itself cannot be the sole cause of the perovskite degradation to PbI$_2$, as was proven by thermogravimetric analysis.

Intriguingly, the Raman spectra of our degraded perovskite layers feature all spectral signatures reported recently for presumably pristine CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ perovskite films, which are mainly the sharp and broad bands at 94 and 250 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. This similarity and 30 times higher Raman laser intensity used in their study suggest that these earlier results were most probably obtained from at least partially degraded perovskite layers. The Raman spectra reported in refs 18 and 19 were measured with a 532 nm laser excitation; therefore, the spectral shape of PbI$_2$ Raman spectra may be changed due to different resonant Raman conditions. However, we do not observe these Raman bands in pristine films (see Figure 1 with no Raman bands at 94 and 250 cm$^{-1}$). On the basis of the data given in Figure 4, we rather attribute the bands at 94 and 250 cm$^{-1}$ to PbI$_2$. The broad band at $\sim 250$ cm$^{-1}$ has been observed for PbI$_2$ crystals and has been interpreted as a resonantly enhanced second-order signal of the 120 cm$^{-1}$ band.

Moreover, CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ Raman spectra presented in Figure 1 are in very good agreement with density functional theory calculations reported in ref 18, in which a band is predicted at 50 cm$^{-1}$ and there is no signal around 250 cm$^{-1}$.

After establishing a measurement protocol for pristine and degraded CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ layers, we performed Raman measurements on CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{3-x}$Br$_x$ mixed halide perovskites. For CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{3-x}$Br$_x$ layers, strong photoluminescence signal excited by a 514.5 nm laser makes Raman measurements at this excitation wavelength impossible. For this reason, we used a 785 nm laser for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{3-x}$Br$_x$ perovskites layer characterization. As the photon energy at this excitation wavelength is not sufficiently high to be absorbed in the mixed perovskite layer, no photoluminescence signal is found, the layer is not heated by the laser, and no structural changes are detected during the measurement. This is different for pure CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ films as they absorb at 785 nm (see the black dashed line in Figure 3) and a strong photoluminescence occurs. To avoid laser-induced degradation during the measurement, the optimal excitation wavelength for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ layers seems to be 830 nm. However, this wavelength is rarely available in commercially available micro-Raman spectrometers.

Figure 5 shows the measured Raman spectra of mixed halide perovskites, for five Br-to-I ratios. The pure CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ perovskite thin films exhibit Raman spectra with broad peaks of low intensity compared to the mixed perovskites. Such peaks are typical for crystals with cubic symmetry, which have no Raman-active phonon modes. Indeed, CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ has cubic symmetry at room temperature, and the Raman spectra published in ref 5 are in good agreement with our measurements of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ thin films. Because the Raman spectrum of lead bromide (PbBr$_2$, ref 21) consists of several Raman bands and is clearly different from the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ Raman spectrum, we conclude that there is no residual lead bromide in the perovskite film.

Mixed CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{3-x}$Br$_x$ materials do not possess a cubic symmetry as the halide ions (I, Br) occupy the octahedron corners randomly. Consequently, phonon vibrations are active in the Raman spectra. All spectra exhibit several sharp Raman bands that are significantly stronger than those for pure halide perovskites. Mixed halide perovskite Raman bands undergo a red shift with increasing Br concentration. To quantitatively describe this effect, we fitted the most energetic phonon band of the mixed halide layers with a Gaussian curve (Figure 5). Due to the same structural symmetry of all mixed halide perovskites, it is reasonable to assume that this band represents the same vibrational mode. With increasing Br content, the Raman band positions are $139\pm 6$, $151\pm 2$, and $167\pm 1$ cm$^{-1}$ for the three shown mixed-halide perovskite films. This shift of the Raman bands is caused by the lower molecular weight of the Br atom as compared to the I atom. The phonon
energy or Raman shift is, in the case of mixed halide perovskites, inversely proportional to the square root of the halide atom mass (assuming negligible difference in the Pb–I and Pb–Br bond strengths). Therefore, with increasing Br content, the Raman bands red shift. This effect can be used to estimate the Br-to-I ratio in mixed halide perovskite films. The iodide concentration $C_I$ may be calculated from the formula (the first-order expansion of the inverse square root dependence of the Raman shift on the halide masses)

$$P_{1+Br} = P_{Br}(1 - \alpha C_I)$$

where $P_{1+Br}$ and $P_{Br}$ are the Raman band positions of mixed I + Br perovskite layers and pure bromide perovskite layers, respectively, and $\alpha$ is the Raman shift coefficient. To calculate $\alpha$, we used the positions of the fitted mixed halide perovskite Raman bands as well as the position of the corresponding band of pure bromide perovskite layers at $(180 \pm 5)$ cm$^{-1}$, obtained at high pressure (when the cubic symmetry was canceled and phonon bands became visible).\(^5\) On the basis of these results, the Raman shift coefficient was determined as

$$\alpha = 0.31 \pm 0.03.$$  

The symmetry group of the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ crystal is still widely discussed in the literature. A tetragonal symmetry (with the inorganic octahedral tilt of roughly 16°)\(^1\) was identified at room temperature by X-ray diffraction,\(^1\) while transmission electron microscopy measurements suggested a pseudocubic structure.\(^5\) The phonon modes of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ crystals are only weakly active, such that no sharp signatures were detected in the Raman spectra. The results of our Raman measurements therefore suggest that CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ has a cubic symmetry. This is most probably caused by heating of the perovskite film by the laser light absorption; once the temperature exceeds 57 °C, the structure of the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ changes from the tetragonal to the cubic phase.\(^1\) From symmetry considerations, the spectral shape of both the pure Br and I perovskites should be very similar. Therefore, the broad bands detected at 110 cm$^{-1}$ for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$, and at 150 cm$^{-1}$ for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$, should have the same vibrational origin. This allows us to directly estimate the Raman shift coefficient as

$$\alpha = 0.27 \pm 0.05.$$  

We note that the Raman band position may change on the order of several cm$^{-1}$ for different excitation wavelengths, such that this number has to be treated with caution. Nevertheless, this result is in excellent agreement with the Raman shift coefficient calculated with higher precision from the mixed halide Raman spectra. On the basis of these considerations, we can predict the positions of all Raman bands observed for mixed halides perovskites films for any Br-to-I ratio. For example, the band at 52 cm$^{-1}$ measured for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ should have a corresponding band for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ at 75 cm$^{-1}$ (calculated with a Raman shift coefficient $\alpha = 0.31$). This band can indeed be observed in the measured CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ spectra (see Figure 5), partially hidden by the absorption edge of the Raman holographic filter but still detectable.

Thanks to the high lateral resolution of Raman microspectroscopy, the chemical information may be obtained from submicrometer large structures, as demonstrated in Figure 6. The measured CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ layer is not complete (as in ref 24); it consists of crystal grains with a size of 1–3 μm (see Figure 6b). The intensity of the CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$ Raman band at 149 cm$^{-1}$ is plotted in Figure 6a. All individual grains are clearly resolved in the Raman map, which leads to a rough estimation of the lateral resolution of 1 μm. Precise mapping of microstructural information may be essential to unravel the fundamental degradation mechanisms as well as for probing of perovskite optoelectronic properties. These results indicate that the high spatial resolution of Raman microspectroscopy enables the detection of local inhomogeneities of the Br-to-I concentration ratio. Such spatially resolved information may elucidate, for example, the reversible photoinduced trap formation in mixed halide perovskites.\(^25\)

In summary, Raman spectra of pristine CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ thin films were presented. The structural changes under 514.5 nm laser illumination were studied in detail, and degradation was identified to cause the conversion from CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ to PbI$_2$. Because the same degradation process was found in vacuum, the water-based model did not play the main role here. In order to avoid Raman laser-induced degradation, an 830 nm excitation laser is recommended. Thanks to the high lateral resolution and sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy to the degradation product PbI$_2$, this technique is promising for local degradation studies. Finally, it was shown that for mixed halide perovskite layers, we can predict from the shift of the Raman bands the ratio of the iodine-to-bromine atoms in the perovskite layer. Therefore, Raman mapping is a powerful tool for studying local inhomogeneities of the halide concentrations on a submicrometer scale.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ films were prepared on glass substrates or double-side polished c-Si wafers. Glass substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in isopropyl alcohol, whereas c-Si wafers were dipped in a solution of 5% HF in H$_2$O for 60 s immediately before perovskite layer preparation, in order to remove native silicon oxide. PbI$_2$ was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and the material CH$_3$NH$_3$I was synthesized following the procedure described in ref 26. CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ perovskite layers were deposited using a sequential deposition method described in ref 27. PbI$_2$ was dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide at a concentration of 461 mg mL$^{-1}$ at 70 °C. This PbI$_2$ solution was then spin-coated on glass at 6500 rpm for 30 s. After drying the PbI$_2$ coated glass at 70 °C for 10 min, the substrate was dipped in a solution of CH$_3$NH$_3$I in isopropyl alcohol (10 mg mL$^{-1}$) for 30 s, rinsed with isopropyl alcohol, and annealed at 70 °C for 10 min.

We prepared CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$–Br$_x$ layers by a one-step deposition process. PbBr$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$Br were purchased...
from Sigma-Aldrich. The precursor solutions were composed of equivalent molar amounts of organic and inorganic components (CH$_3$NH$_3$I to PbI$_2$ and CH$_3$NH$_3$Br to PbBr$_2$, respectively). By mixing the precursor solutions, the final Br-to-I ratio was controlled, as reported in refs 6 and 28. The CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$-Br solutions were spin-coated on glass substrates and annealed on a hot plate at 80 °C for 10 min. All samples were prepared in a N$_2$ atmosphere.

Raman spectra were measured in backscattering geometry using a microspectroscopic Raman setup equipped with a 514.5 nm excitation laser (RM1000, Renishaw) and an In-Via REFLEx setup (Renishaw) with a 785 nm excitation laser. Samples were measured at room temperature and in ambient air. Raman spectra were measured for 60 s by a 50× objective, resulting in a laser spot diameter of 1 μm on the sample. For measurements with the 514.5 nm laser, Bragg filters were used to block the excitation laser line, allowing Raman measurements from 20 cm$^{-1}$, and a homemade vacuum chamber enabled us to measure Raman spectra at pressures down to several Pa.

Absorptance spectra of samples on glass at different degradation states due to moisture ingress were measured by PDS. A monochromator-based spectrometer with a 150 W xenon lamp was used for these measurements, while the samples were immersed in temperature-sensitive Fluorinert FC-72 (refractive index of 1.25), preventing moisture ingress and degradation of the sample during the measurement. Prior to Raman and PDS measurements, the perovskite layers were stored in a N$_2$ atmosphere in the dark.
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